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About This Game

"Link: The Unleashed Nexus" will be released with full rework in future. This game don't include remake version.

Go towards the sky. Wingless though you may be, flightless this makes you not.

Link: The Unleashed Nexus is a HIGH - DIFFICULTY fast-paced action game which will challenge the player to stay in the air.
“HAVEN” is a world governed by a “Nexus,” a stone that restricts people’s thoughts. Awakening at its lowest stratum, the player

must bound over enemies, and glide and dash non-stop to find a way out of the world.

No complicated rules, only intuitive gameplay! Experience the thrill of using a variety of mechanics to speed your way to the
goal. With no cut scenes and no dialogue, the game focuses solely on gameplay. Play through once to clear the game, then come

back for time attack.
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music jumps sometimes as does graphics I wonder if I have the right specs. good game though. utterly broken, unplayable
garbage.

don't let my play time fool you, i idled it for cards, some time ago.

i've never been able to get past the first tutorial level because the controls are such an unresponsive mess. it seems rather
sporadic and random how the game chooses to respond to your button presses at any given time.

i honestly have no idea how the people who've given it positive reviews have managed to get anywhere. after playing this with
multiple controllers, keyboard, etc. i'm at a total loss.

i wish i could have refunded it, but i had it too long by the time refunds were a thing on steam.. I LOVE THIS GAME !

I knew the remake restructered heaven was coming...
But to support Reminisce (two man devs team for this game) i bought the ost+the og game.

8.5\/10, rh will be 9.5\/10, i'm almost sure.
Well done SIG and HAIK, one of the best indie title i've ever played.. Highly recommended based on concept alone. Sure, it's
short and controls don't always feel precise (specifically when bouncing on enemies), but with a great soundtrack and
dreamscape ambience coupled with intriguing platforming elements that leave little margin for error, there doesn't exist a
worthwhile 3D game quite like it: If nothing else, play it for the very last level of the game, which is exhilarating enough on its
own to warrant a purchase at a discount price.. There's a lot that could be held against Link: The Unleashed Nexus. The menus
are oddly difficult to navigate, the controls are sometimes janky (which makes a huge difference in a 3D platformer like this),
the story is alright at best, the cartoonish art style of the protagonist looks weird against the more realistic backgrounds...in
short, it's not the most polished experience you'll see.

But all of that can be forgiven by how awesome the whole thing feels. Ever wanted to be a girl who can jump, air dash, and
platform with the best of them? You do now. A short experience, but a fun one and recommended as long as you're ready to
tolerate some platforming frustration.

Oh, and: awesome soundtrack.
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If you're looking for an enjoyable, relaxing, immersive platformer that requires precision and has a thumping soundtrack and
clean, simple, "Japanese" esque graphics look no further. The animations of the main character (mostly the run animation) is a
bit goofy looking but also fits the overall game created. The presentation of the game itself is pretty solid, however, with cool
introductory bits for each level. Checkpoints are scattered throughout the level, but are sparse enough to balance both a
challenge and avoid frustration from having to redo too lengthy of a section should you fall off. Numerous abilities beyond "just
jumping" ie divebombing onto certain platforms to trigger other effects, as well as a midair kick to activate platforms round the
game out from being too simplistic. Add to all of this the occassional "boss fight" and the game is an all-around pretty solid
package.

If you see the aesthetics and gameplay and think you might be interested, it plays better than it looks, and offers a unique
experience.. Serious Diamond in the rough. The animations and level design can be a little wonky but its surpisingly decent..
The game itself is in depth and challenging but the UI needs work. Story being displayed in small white text in the middle of
your screen in a timed game is a little annoying and the menu likes to exit full screen. If you can get past the UI issues, it is a
wonderful and beautiful game.. You WILL rage!! but it sucks you in somehow. 7\/10. You know you suck when youre stuck at
level one. \\ (TnT) \/. I realy like it!
At first, many problems prevented us playing comfortable.
Now the problems gone.
I like not only the comfort but also the worldview of this game.
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